Here, AA stacking has all C and N atoms in g-CxNy layer right on top of one graphene carbon, while AB stacking means that half of the C or N atoms in g-CxNy locate over the centers of graphene hexagons. Our DFT calculations demonstrated that the AA stacking form for CN with graphene always hold larger total energy (ΔE= 0.38 eV) than the one with the AB form. It was also reported that the coupling of g-C2N or g-C3N4 with graphene are more stable and stronger by taking the AB stacking form 1, 2 . Therefore, we mainly focused on the AB stacking form in design of our sandwich systems. The hybrid system made of GRF and g-CN can achieve effective charge separation, similar to those of GR/GO-CxNy-GR/GO sandwich structures. The reaction step for the water molecule absorbed to GO in our system is:
GR/GO-CN-GR/GO GR/GO-C2N-GR/GO GR/GO-C3N4-GR/GO

Supplementary
* stands for the GO sheet, ∆G = ∆E+∆ZPE -T∆S -∆GpH+1/2GH2 -eU 12 , ∆GpH=2.303kBTpH
(kB, the Boltzmann constant, T, the temperature, and PH=0 in our system), U is the applied potential with respect to the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE), in our system, U=0 (without any external potential). ∆E represents the reaction energy by DFT calculations, ∆ZPE is the zero point energy by harmonic vibrational frequency calculations, ∆S is the entropy difference between the adsorbed state and the gas phase. The value of TS for H2O is 0.67 eV 13 .
Supplementary Table 5 Originally, the interfacial distance is at 3.1 Å, when one photo-generated electron carrier could induce about 0.27 e -in the C3N4 sheet, while the GR cells can collect 0.97 h + with one extra hole injection. As for the interfacial distance of 3.6~5.9 Å, although the hole charges accumulated by graphene sheet decrease as the interfacial distance increases, there are still 70~92% of one extra injected hole being localized on the graphene surface. This is the indicative of effective electronhole separation in the hybrid structure with the enlarged interfacial distance.
